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Abstract
In textual question answering (TQA) systems, complex questions often require retrieving multiple textual fact chains
with multiple reasoning steps. While existing benchmarks are limited to single-chain or single-hop retrieval scenarios.
In this paper, we propose to conduct Graph-Hop —a novel multi-chains and multi-hops retrieval and reasoning
paradigm in complex question answering. We construct a new benchmark called ReasonGraphQA, which provides
explicit and fine-grained evidence graphs for complex question to support comprehensive and detailed reasoning. In
order to further study how graph-based evidential reasoning can be performed, we explore what form of Graph-Hop
works best for generating textual evidence explanations in knowledge reasoning and question answering. We
have thoroughly evaluated existing evidence retrieval and reasoning models on the ReasonGraphQA. Experiments
highlight Graph-Hop is a promising direction for answering complex questions, but it still has certain limitations.
We have further studied mitigation strategies to meet these challenges and discuss future directions. The code is
released at: https://github.com/zhu-minjun/Graphhop.
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1. Introduction

Retrieving and reasoning about knowledge is the
core ability of question answering (QA) task (Gupta
et al., 2019). Textual question answering (TQA)
systems retrieve relevant evidence and conduct
knowledge reasoning (Chen et al., 2017; Zhu et al.,
2022a) when answering complex questions over
multiple passages or facts. Considering the flexible
form and rich information of text resources, lots of
TQA tasks and datasets have been proposed and
sparked significant progress in different scenarios
(Zhu et al., 2021; Thorne et al., 2021; Li et al.,
2024).

However, those datasets still have some limi-
tations. On the one hand, most open domain
question answering dataset only focus on multi-
hop reasoning of a single chain (Yang et al., 2018;
Qi et al., 2021). On the other hand, some textual
datasets include multiple discretization chains but
only requires single-hop reasoning to answer ques-
tion, such as WIKINLDB (Thorne et al., 2021) and
eQASC (Jhamtani and Clark, 2020).

In fact, answering complex questions often re-
quires a combination of retrieving multi-chains and
using multi-hops reasoning to infer the answer. As
shown in figure 1, to answer this question "Which
city has larger population, the capital of Belgium or
the largest city in the Swiss?", system should first
retrieve the population of each city (multi-chain),
and then use multi-hop reasoning on each chain to

infer the population value. Finally, it compares two
values and identifies the city with the larger popula-
tion. This process requires an evidence graph with
two chains and two hops. We refer to this process
as Graph-Hop retrieval and reasoning (shorted as
Graph-Hop). In this way, Graph-Hop provides a
more fine-grained and adaptable representation for
complex question answering tasks.

In this work, we introduce a benchmark called
ReasonGraphQA and provide interpretable evi-
dence graphs to explicitly describe the reasoning
process for solving complex questions. Evidence
graphs can provide intermediate reasoning steps
and facilitate human understanding. It also allows
for better control of the model behavior, enabling
users to easily identify errors by inspecting the out-
puts of intermediate steps. The dataset includes
5 reasoning types and 262 evidence graph struc-
tures, while the reasoning path structures are less
than 8 in other datasets. We comprehensively eval-
uate the random samples in terms of text fluency
and inference fidelity, and their quality is satisfac-
tory.

Furthermore, we find that retrieving evidence
from both forward and backward directions and
then fusing them to construct an evidence graph
to support answering complex questions is more
conducive to generating accurate explanation
graphs. We term this approach Bidirectional
Graph Retrieval (BGR). We compared four types
of retrieval and reasoning systems on the Rea-

https://github.com/zhu-minjun/Graphhop
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Dataset Reasoning Types Evidence Text Type Multi-Chains Multi-Hops Evidence Structures
TriviaQA (Joshi et al., 2017) - ✗ Passage ✗ ✗ 1
HotPotQA (Yang et al., 2018) 3 ✓ Passage ✗ ✗ 1
eQASC (Jhamtani and Clark, 2020) 2 ✓ Sentence ✗ ✓ 1
BeerQA (Qi et al., 2021) 3 ✗ Passage ✗ ✓ 3+
WikiNLDB (Thorne et al., 2021) 4 ✓ Sentence ✓ ✗ 2
ReasonChainQA (Zhu et al., 2022b) 4 ✓ Sentence ✓ ✗ 7
ReasonGraphQA (Ours) 5 ✓ Sentence ✓ ✓ 262

Table 1: Comparison ReasonGraphQA with existing datasets of Textual Question Answering.
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Figure 1: An example of ReasonGraphQA, it re-
quires multiple chains of fact sets and each chain
involves two-hop reasoning in answering this com-
plex question.

sonGraphQA dataset. Experimental results have
shown that BGR achieved strong performance in
both retrieval and explanation graph tasks. How-
ever, their performance is still far from human-level
performance in the explanation graph construction
task, it is suggested that further research should
consider more on Graph-Hop.

In summary, our contributions are as follows:
(1) We propose a Graph-Hop paradigm and con-
struct a new benchmark ReasonGraphQA, which
includes diverse question types and explicit rea-
soning processes to guide interpretable retrieval
and question answering over textual databases
in a fine-grained and comprehensive way. (2)
We also propose a Bidirectional Graph Retrieval
(BGR) method, which utilizes both forward reason-
ing and backward reasoning information, to con-
duct more efficient and comprehensive reasoning.

(3) Our evaluation of four retrieval systems on Rea-
sonGraphQA demonstrates that Graph-Hop Re-
trieval is a promising approach. ReasonGraphQA
also shows a challenge for large language model in
reasoning ability. We also discuss potential future
directions to address Graph-Hop challenges.

2. Related Work

Some researchers proposed a novel QA task over
natural language database (NLDB) and support
natural language database queries such as filter-
ing, comparison and aggregation, where database
is consist of unordered sets of textual facts (Thorne
et al., 2021; Zhu et al., 2022b). Each fact is com-
posed of text with different meanings rather than
triples that unlike knowledge base QA. It requires
comprehensive reasoning and retrieval of text sen-
tences (Wolfson et al., 2020).

Despite the rapid progress in TQA, they ig-
nore the problem of multi-hop retrieval in large-
scale facts set. For example in Table 1, eQASC
(Jhamtani and Clark, 2020) and BeerQA (Qi et al.,
2021) are limited in breadth search, and the
WIKINLDB (Thorne et al., 2021) are limited about
depth search. In comparison, the proposed Rea-
sonGraphQA requires graph retrieval from large-
scale textual databases. And we focus on the
discrete reasoning over textual evidences, which
greatly evaluate the structured path modeling and
discrete reasoning ability of QA systems over tex-
tual database. On the other hand, some datasets
(Dalvi et al., 2021a) provide a graph-structure-like
reasoning process, but only retrieve from a small
amount of evidence, limiting the task scenarios.

Existing textual question answering systems still
have trouble explaining explicitly why an answer
is correct or not and “how” the answer is obtained
step-by-step from large-scale facts set (Mou et al.,
2021; Rudra et al., 2021; Lu et al., 2020; Trivedi
et al., 2022). Although the existing retrieval meth-
ods can directly retrieve the relevant passages,
they cannot retrieve a structured evidence graph,
which limits the ability of the model’s reasoning
and interpretation (Thorne et al., 2021; Zhu et al.,
2022b, 2023).
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Figure 2: ReasonGraphQA construction process. We use Golden Program to generate explanation
evidence graphs and create a text database for each question-answer pair. It consisting of three steps:
finding question-related triples, generating textual facts, and generating evidence graph.

3. Graph-Hop Over Textual Database

3.1. Data

We present ReasonGraphQA, a new dataset that
devotes to answering complex Graph-Hop (multi-
hop multi-chain) questions over database. And
we also develop an approach to automatically con-
struct a dataset with complex questions, answers
and explanation evidence graphs. In this dataset,
both question and evidences of database are rep-
resented as natural language sentences, each evi-
dence is stand-alone fact. As depicted in Figure 1,
formally, given a question Q and a textual database
E = {e1, . . . , en}, system needs to: (1) retrieve an
explicable reasoning graph G from the given tex-
tual database, (2) obtain the answer A based on
the explanation graph G; The graph G is a directed
acyclic graph composed of the evidences in E that
are related to the question and used to reason the
answer.

Figure 2 illustrates the main construction pro-
cess of ReasonGraphQA using the example in Fig-
ure 1. We extend questions and evidence process
from single-chain (Zhu et al., 2022b) to much more
reason graph structures. We first create 50,000
natural language facts that are needed in answer-
ing questions, and construct textual database for
each question. Then we aim to automatically ac-
quire evidence graph for graph-hop quastion.

3.1.1. Question-related Triples Finding

Firstly, we obtain complex questions and answers
by utilizing a large-scale KBQA dataset (Shi et al.,
2022) which requires reasoning over multiple
pieces of evidence, and obtain aligned triples. To
automate the generation of question-related evi-
dence, we use structured queries “KoPL program”
of the KQA-pro dataset and ground each program-
ming procedure to Wikidata triples. As illustrated
in Fig. 2 (1), the structured Golden Program, con-
sisting of “Relate”, “Find”, and “Select between”
operations, can identify five triples of Wikidata. By
searching the target knowledge base (e.g., Wiki-
data), we can obtain factual facts needed to answer
the question.

3.1.2. Textual Facts Generation

Then, we convert structured facts into unstructured
texts based on data-to-text work (Agarwal et al.,
2021). To improve the diversity, naturalness, and
information of the generated text, we propose a
method of building triple subgraphs by selecting
0-2 triples with the same head entity from Wiki-
data according to a certain probability and com-
bine them into a subgraph. While ensuring that
they do not overlap with other subgraphs to make
sure textual facts remain independent. The sub-
graphs are then input into a pre-trained language
model (T5) fine-tuned on the KELM(Agarwal et al.,
2021) corpus to generate unstructured text. As
shown in Figure 2 (2). To ensure completeness
of entities in the triples, we use string matching to
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exclude missing text, and use BERTScore (Zhang
et al., 2019) to select the most appropriate text
evidence from multiple generated options as the
correct evidence.

We obtain a large-scale textual database con-
taining generated evidences. For each question,
we can retrieve evidence from those large-scale
sentences (e.g., more than 100 billion sentences).
However, in our experimental environment (500000
sentences in total), we must consider computing
efficiency and retrieval cost. Therefore, we have
retrieved an appropriate number of sentences from
the complete textual database to form a target tex-
tual database from which we select evidence for
each question. Specifically, apart from the golden
evidence, we also retrieve other sentences that are
related to the question to form the target textual
database. Additionally, to construct a task closer
to the real retrieval scene, and to verify knowledge-
based reasoning ability, we have added interfer-
ence evidence to the database. In this paper, the
interference-related evidence is obtained from the
following three categories of methods (1/3 of each
category): (a) SimCSE (Gao et al., 2021) is used to
select evidence with similar semantics of the ques-
tion; (b) We use the same head entity but different
relation triples to regenerate evidence sentences;
(c) We randomly select other textual evidence.

3.2. Evidence Graph Generation

Last, the reasoning graph of textual evidence is the
key component of ReasonGraphQA. We extract
and re-summarize the structure among golden
triples with the programming language “KoPL pro-
gram”, and utilize network 1 to build the reasoning
graph of sentences. In order to ensure the high
quality of the evidence graph, we carefully follow
these constraints during its construction. (1) Each
evidence contains at least one knowledge fact; (2)
Each question must be answered with a clear rea-
soning explanation graph G; (3) Each graph G
must be a directed acyclic graph; (4) Any non-leaf
node has at least one path to the root node; (5)
All evidence cannot be repeated on the path to the
root node (avoiding loops). Samples that do not
meet these constraints are removed. An example
of evidence graph is shown in figure 2. (3), which
reflects the reasoning progress from question to
answer.

3.3. Dataset Analysis

The ReasonGraphQA dataset consists of 14,678
examples, which are divided into training (11,703),
dev (1,506), and test (1,469) sets using a ran-
dom probability of 8:1:1. Table 2 and Table 3

1https://networkx.org
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Figure 3: Graph statistics of ReasonGraphQA

presents statistics on the graph size and struc-
ture of the dataset. The dataset includes four
types of evidence graphs: “single-chain single-
hop,” “single-chain multi-hop,” “multi-chain single-
hop,” and “multi-chain multi-hop,” which account for
19.5%, 38.6%, 8.7%, and 33.2% of the dataset,
respectively. There are 262 nonisomorphic graph
structures in the dataset. As see in Figure ??,
the questions in the dataset are classified into five
types: “query”, “comparison”, “count”, “boolean”,
and “qualifier” based on nine asking strategies
used in original KQA-Pro dataset. The “Compar-
ison” involves comparison of multiple evidences.
The “Query” type inquires head or tail entity of
relational knowledge, the “Qualifier” query for at-
tributes and relations, the “Count” type’s answer is
number, and the “bool” is to judge correctness of
a statement. Most question type involves a variety
of graph reasoning. The question types that in-
volve the most graph structures are “Queryname”,
“Count” and “Queryattribute”, which comprehen-
sively involve value comparison, relational knowl-
edge, and time knowledge. This further shows the
complexity of our data set.

3.4. Quality Evaluation

To evaluate the quality of mapping facts from knowl-
edge triples, 2000 sampled facts were scored
based on smoothness, faithfulness, and suffi-
ciency. This includes all 1,469 test set samples
and an additional 531 training set samples. 98.3%
(1966/2000) facts were smooth, with only 34 con-
taining repeated text. 98.9% (1978/2000) facts
were faithful to the relation of the triples, with only
22 containing additional information. We found
that the quality of the data set construction is rela-
tively high. For example, 96% of facts in WiKiNLDB
(Thorne et al., 2021) are loyal to relationships,
while ReasonGraphQA is 98.9%. This demon-
strates that the data set presented in this paper is
suitable for model development and technical veri-
fication of complex question answering in textual
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Dataset Average Chain Average Hop Average Candidate Facts Max Chain Max Hop Max Facts
ReasonGraphQA 1.56 2.10 3.28 5 23 24

Table 2: The statistics of reasoning explanation graphs in the ReasonGraphQA dataset

Dataset SC,SH SC,MH MC,SH MC,MH Number
Train 2,295 3,524 1,001 3,883 11,703
Dev 321 577 141 467 1,506
Test 248 572 135 514 1,469
Total 2,864 5,673 1,277 4,864 14,678

Table 3: The statistics of ReasonGraphQA, where
SC, MC, SH and MH indicate single-chain, multi-
chain, single-hop, and multi-hop, respectively.

databases. After the evaluation was completed,
we manually corrected the samples that contained
errors, thereby ensuring the accuracy of the evalu-
ation data (test set samples).

4. Methods

In this section, we present our proposed retrieval-
based question-answering model. This model
follows the popular retrieval-reader architecture.
Figure 4 illustrates the architecture of our model,
which consists of Bidirectional Graph-Hop Re-
trieval, Subgraph Reconstruction, and Answer Gen-
eration.
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Figure 4: Overview of our proposed Bidirectional
Graph-hop Retrieval (BGR) method.

4.1. Bidirectional Retrieval

We design a bidirectional retrieval method to im-
prove graph-hop retrieval accuracy. In traditional
chain retrieval, the model starts by searching for
the first relevant evidence, and continues iteratively.
However, the structure of evidence in graph re-
trieval is more complex, resulting in a higher error
rate as the search depth increases. To mitigate
this issue, we introduce backward retrieval. Rea-
sonGraphQA provides reason graph structures, so
we define the reason process from question to an-
swer as forward, and the process from answer to

question as backward. In the BGR model, we use
two separate BERT models to model the forward
and backward processes respectively, and their
weights are not shared. As a result, we obtain two
evidence subgraphs,one from forward retrieval and
one from backward retrieval, as depicted in Figure
4. By merging these two subgraphs, our bidirec-
tional retrieval method can mitigate the problem of
rapidly declining accuracy in the forward retrieval
with increasing depth in the graph.

Given a question Q and a candidate evidence
base E = {e1, e2, · · · , en}, we represent Q and
E using BERT to obtain their representations,
h0 = BERT(Q). The retrieval process follows a
depth-first search, where at each step, the cur-
rent evidence node i may have multiple paths that
are reachable. These paths are represented as
Hi = {h1

i , · · · , h
ik
i }, where ik is the number of

paths per node. These paths are matched one
by one with the path code and evidence base
Ei (Ei ⊆ E). To handle the complex structure
of graph retrieval, we use a feedforward neural
network (composed of linear layers and activation
functions) instead of a similarity threshold to match
the next layer of evidence nodes. Every time a new
evidence node is retrieved, we use the Attention
mechanism to combine the path set Hi and the
retrieved evidence node ei+1 to generate a new
path set Hi+1. The whole process is illustrated
in Figure 4. We repeat this process until no new
nodes can be retrieved.

4.2. Subgraph Reconstruction

The reconstruction process of the evidence graph
is depicted in Figure 4. We utilize networkx2 to
build two subgraphs using forward and reverse re-
trieval techniques. Reverse retrieval allows us to
verify the accuracy of our findings. By intersecting
the edges of the two subgraphs and removing any
non-overlapping nodes and edges, we can con-
struct a complete evidence graph. This evidence
graph visually demonstrates the reasoning process
from the initial question to the final answer.

We first propose a bidirectional subgraph confi-
dence score (BSC), which can be used to evaluate
the degree of confidence between two subgraphs.
We extract edges from the forward subgraph and
the backward subgraph respectively, and then se-
lect by evaluating the BSC of the subgraph. If the
BSC is less than γ, intersection of the bidirectional

2https://networkx.org/

https://networkx.org/
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subgraphs is taken to reconstruct the graph, and
new edges are not added twice for the existing
nodes.

BSC(GF , GB) =
EdgeF ∩ EdgeB
EdgeF ∪ EdgeB

(1)

G =

{
GF ∪GB if BSC(GF , GB) > γ

GB if BSC(GF , GB) ≤ γ
(2)

where EdgeF ,EdgeB is the edge set of forward
and backward subgraghs. If the BSC is greater
than γ, the backward subgraph is reserved. A
threshold value of γ is used to determine whether
the intersection of the two subgraphs should be
used to construct the final evidence graph. The
reason for using BSC and threshold value γ is that,
it can effectively improve the retrieval performance,
by preserving the integrity and accuracy of the final
evidence graph, also it can help to prevent from
adding unnecessary edges.

4.3. Answer Generation

In order to generate an answer, the multiple evi-
dences are fed into the reader as following.

A = ReaderT5 ({ei|ei ∈ G}) (3)

where evidences are ordered according to the
structure of the retrieved evidence graph G.

To measure the retrieval performance, We follow
the previous settings (Thorne et al., 2021; Zhu
et al., 2022b) and use the classic T5 (Raffel et al.,
2019) model as the fixed reader, but this can easily
be adapted to other pre-trained language models.

5. Experiments

In this section, we analyze the performance of dif-
ferent retrieval and reasoning systems on Rea-
sonGraphQA, and investigate performance and
limitations of our proposed graph-hop retrieval sys-
tem.

5.1. Compared Baselines

We compare retrieval models of two retrieval
mechanisms representative. Single-Hop retrieval
method that retrieves all evidence at once (Ran-
dom, BM25 (Amati, 2009), DPR (Karpukhin et al.,
2020)). Multi-hop retrieval methods retrieve one
evidence iteratively in one step (GRR (Asai et al.,
2020), MDR (Xiong et al., 2021), SSG (Thorne
et al., 2021)). We use the code and parameter set-
tings provided by the original papers for all base-
lines. For single-Hop retrieval models (BM25, DPR,
SSG), we retrieve the top-k evidence, where k is
the size of the golden evidence set.

We also explore the potential of large language
models (LLM) in solving complex reasoning tasks
through few-shot learning (Wei et al., 2022; Weng
et al., 2022, 2023). To this end, we have devel-
oped five reasoning graph prompts for LLM. These
prompts aim to enable the construction of a reason
graph by LLM.

All methods are tested in the Dev set at the end
of each round, and the model with the highest
retrieval accuracy in the Dev set is selected for
testing. We repeate the process three times by
replacing the random seeds and average them as
the final result.

5.2. Implementation

To measure retrieval mechanism in a fairer open-
domain setting, We uniformly use T5-base model
(Raffel et al., 2019) as reader, and input retrieval
evidence of different methods into a fine-tuned T5
model to generate answer. A bert-base-uncased
model is chosen as text encoder for extracting
feature. We use AdamW (Loshchilov and Hutter,
2018) with warm-up as the optimizer. The learning
rate, epoch and batch size are set to 1× 10−5, 20,
8 respectively. Text maximum length n was set as
30 and the d was set as 768.

5.3. Evaluation Metrics

In retrieval task, correctness were measured in
terms of Explanation Graph and Evidence Set. Fol-
lowing previous works (Yang et al., 2018; Dalvi
et al., 2021b), Exact Match (EM) , Precision, Re-
call and F1 was adopted. As for Explanation Graph
evaluation, we used three indicators, Graph Match-
ing (GM) evaluates whether the retrieved evidence
graph is consistent with golden evidence graph.
Graph Structure (GS) evaluates whether retrieved
graph structure and golden graph structure are iso-
morphic, it will ignore nodes accuracy. Graph Edit-
ing Distance (GED) (Abu-Aisheh et al., 2015) mea-
sures how many steps does converting retrieved
evidence graph to the golden one need. Then we
use EM to measure the performance of QA task.

5.4. Results and Analysis

The graph structure and the set retrieval both
play a critical role. As shown in Table 4, single-
hop methods like DPR perform well in set recall
and QA, while multi-hop methods like SSG excel
in graph accuracy and QA. This highlights the im-
portance of both the evidence graph structure and
set retrieval for accurate question answering. This
suggests that previous datasets (Qi et al., 2021),
which only evaluate the accuracy of the retrieved
set, are not sufficient for measuring QA perfor-
mance. Additionally, as Table 5 shows, incorpo-
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Method
Explanation Graph Evidence Set QA EM

GM↑ GS↑ GED↓ F1↑ Precision↑ Recall ↑ EM↑ Acc↑

Single-Hop
Retrieval

Random - - - - - 13.29 - 37.51
BM25 (Amati, 2009) - - - - - 70.84 - 62.42
DPR (Karpukhin et al., 2020) - - - - - 88.04 - 67.39

Multi-Hop
Retrieval

GRR (Asai et al., 2020) 24.92 25.19 5.86 71.45 99.39 60.13 25.05 55.20
SSG (Thorne et al., 2021) 34.72 35.12 6.43 75.81 78.23 77.94 53.85 63.04
MDR (Xiong et al., 2021) 25.46 25.46 5.82 84.72 97.96 79.97 62.83 51.26

LLMs’
Retrieval

GPT-3 (Brown et al., 2020) 0.07 17.14 8.04 12.75 23.97 10.62 0.07 37.12
GLM (Zeng et al., 2022) 0.68 4.76 7.09 11.16 21.26 8.67 0.68 38.02
Instruct-GPT (Ouyang et al., 2022) 35.91 54.77 1.18 71.92 67.47 81.79 40.78 56.49

Graph-Hop
Retrieval

only w/ Graph-Hop’s Forward 27.71 28.86 6.72 88.78 87.2 92.81 67.12 69.71
only w/ Graph-Hop’s Backward 56.57 57.86 4.64 85.67 85.12 88.55 64.06 67.60
BGR 56.71 58.48 4.70 91.81 90.785 95.23 68.82 70.18

Human Bound 92.15 93.15 0.18 98.13 98.73 97.54 96.41 95.13

Table 4: Experimental results of BGR compared with three types of Retrieval methods on Retrieval-Reader
architecture. We report the results of human in the test set to show the upper bound of human.

Model W/O Reason Graph With Reason Graph

GPT-3 1.05 23.55
Instruct-GPT 12.43 45.15
GLM-130B 4.46 7.15

Llama-2-70B 4.12 17.10

Table 5: The Zero-shot performance of large
language model (GPT-3: code-davinci-001
Instruct-GPT: code-davinci-002) in Rea-
sonGraphQA. We use a method similar to Chain
of Thought to add the diagram structure to the
input of LLM.

rating graph structure information into evidence
results can significantly improve QA performance
when using large language models.

LLM is capable of constructing inference di-
agrams. Large language models have demon-
strated performance far surpassing previous mod-
els on many question-answering tasks (Zhao et al.,
2023; Weng et al., 2024). We evaluated the perfor-
mance of the original GPT-3 (Brown et al., 2020),
the Instruct-GPT (Ouyang et al., 2022), GLM-130B
(Zeng et al., 2022) and Llama-2-70B (Touvron
et al., 2023) on the ReasonGraphQA datasets. We
conducted all experiments in the few-shot setting,
without any fine-tuning of the original language
model. Apart from the context, we have not pro-
vided any other prompt text. We utilize the phrase
“Then” to denote the relationship between adja-
cent nodes, and “On the other hand” to indicate
the relationship between different chains. In our
LLM retrieval, as shown in Table 4, we discovered
that while LLM has a low accuracy rate for the
evidence set, it surpasses existing multi-hop re-
trieval in constructing inference graphs (especially

for Instruct-GPT, Graph reasoning ability is close to
Graph-Hop) which illustrates the reasoning poten-
tial of LLMs, which may be an important direction
of future Graph-Hop research.

Graph-Hop is more appropriate for Rea-
sonGraphQA. We note that multi-hop retrieval
systems have high precision but low recall, as
true nodes at the same level are ignored when
retrieving along one reasoning chain. However,
BGR can improve recall to 95.227% by utilizing
a bidirectional retrieval architecture. Additionally,
Graph-Hop’s Forward is better in evidence retrieval,
while Backward has a higher graph construction
capability. In the next section, we will further an-
alyze Graph-Hop’s performance and explain why
BGR’s performance is better after subgraph recon-
struction.

5.5. Ablation Study

Bidirectional Retrieval. To better understand co-
operation mechanism of Forward retrieval and the
Backward retrieval. We perform ablation study on
retrieval direction. In Table 4 we can clearly find
that backward retrieval has a higher performance in
the explanation graph, and forward retrieval has a
higher performance in evidence retrieval. The BGR
has better performance in explanation graph task,
evidence retrieval task. And BGR outperform both
forward and backward in QA task. This shows that
bidirectional subgraph reconstruction(BCD algo-
rithm) can make up deficiency of both and achieve
a balance.
Bidirectional BGR with balanced γ value per-
forms best. As depicted in figure 5, we analyzed
the effect of the value γ on the accuracy of retriev-
ing the evidence set and graph. When γ=1, the
final evidence graph is GB. When γ = 0, the evi-
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Figure 5: F1 and GM changes with different γ.

dence graph of samples that BSC ̸= 0 is GF ∪GB .
We found that the accuracy of bidirectional BGR
is higher than that of forward and backward BGR,
because GF performs better in graph structure,
while GB tends to retrieve more accurate evidence
sets, and the introduction of γ achieves a balanced
result in the evidence set and graph structure.

While BGR has achieve strong performance, its
still an on-going challenge for graph-hop QA task.
This is a meaningful task that are expected to pro-
mote development of TQA in knowledge reasoning
and interpretability.

5.6. Futher Analysis on
ReasonGraphQA.
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Figure 6: The retrieval performance for different
question and graph structure types.

BGR adapts to different question types. We
divide the test set into 5 different question types.
Figure 6(A) shows detailed accuracy of We can
find that the evidence retrieval ability of the BGR
can adapt to different kinds of questions, espe-
cially “Comparison” and “Bool”. However, when
faced with the task of constructing evidence graph,
it is easy to miss nodes and edges. Even in the
“Count” question, the BGR cannot correctly predict
any explanation graph. We believe that one of the
main reasons is the flaws in language models when

it comes to retrieval and QA regarding numerical
data. This is a research direction that deserves im-
provement in the future. This proves that the graph
construction task still has a certain complexity, and
the BGR still has a large room for improvement in
the construction of retrieval evidence graphs.
BGR performs well in complex, multi-hop ex-
planation graph structures. We classify and
compare according to the graph structure, which
are single-chain single-hop, single-chain multi-hop,
multi-chain single-hop, and multi-chain multi-hop.
In Figure 6, more complex structure graph show
the better retrieval performance, which proves that
BGR can efficiently retrieve evidence in complex
text question answering. In addition, BGR has
achieved the best performance in MCMH expla-
nation graph structures compared with the other
three types, which even close to the QA accuracy
with perfect retrieval. It shows that BGR is suit-
able for graph-hop retrieval. However, the more
complex the graph structure is, the more edges
there are. We believe that the modeling between
edges is challenging due to the high similarity of
edges between different nodes, which encourages
researchers to conduct further research on expla-
nation graph retrieval in the future.
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Table 6: Experimental results of BGR at different
hops and different chain numbers.

The construction of multi-chain and multi-hop
explanation graph is still challenging. We have
evaluated how varying hop and chain number of ev-
idence graph structure influencing graph structure
(GM, GS, GED), evidence set (F1, EM), and ques-
tion answering (QA EM). Our findings reveal that
retrieving evidence graphs and answering ques-
tions from more complex evidence structures re-
mains a challenging task. Specifically, as shown
in Figure 6, the graph structure performance of
evidence graph retrieval is strong for simple graphs
but poor for complex ones, and the Exact Match
of evidence sets retrieval is poor in complex graph
structures. This results in relatively lower perfor-
mance in question answering for complex graph
structure samples.
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6. Conclusion

Our study introduces the ReasonGraphQA dataset,
the first textual database QA dataset with an expla-
nation graph, which provides complex structured
retrieval assistance for graph retrieval systems. We
have tested various traditional evidence retrieval
methods on the ReasonGraphQA dataset and eval-
uated them manually. Additionally, we propose
the graph-hop retrieval paradigm and develop a
bidirectional graph retrieval model, which signifi-
cantly improves the evidence retrieval and graph
construction capabilities of complex question an-
swering by reconstructing reasoning paths in differ-
ent directions. Future research utilizing the Rea-
sonGraphQA dataset can enable fine-grained anal-
ysis of the explanation graph output from models,
leading to further advancements in real and com-
plex QA environments. While the current methods
have several limitations, This presents opportuni-
ties for future research to improve upon them.
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